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Abstract. Typical Cloud database services guarantee high availability
and scalability, but they rise many concerns about data conﬁdentiality. Combining encryption with SQL operations is a promising approach
although it is characterized by many open issues. Existing proposals,
which are based on some trusted intermediate server, limit availability and scalability of original cloud database services. We propose an
alternative architecture that avoids any intermediary component, thus
achieving availability and scalability comparable to that of unencrypted
cloud database services. Moreover, our proposal guarantees data consistency in scenarios in which independent clients concurrently execute
SQL queries, and the structure of the database can be modiﬁed.

1

Introduction

Cloud-based solutions for database services are now considered as an appealing
alternative thanks to their scalability and availability attributes. Nevertheless,
outsourcing critical data to untrusted cloud providers still poses many security
concerns [1, 9]. One interesting research goal is to allow customers to leverage
cloud infrastructures while guaranteeing data conﬁdentiality by avoiding that
cloud providers may access customer data.
In the so called database-as-a-service (DBaaS) model [7] it is impossible to
guarantee conﬁdentiality by naively encrypting customer data because traditional encryption schemes prevent the execution of SQL queries through a DBMS
engine.
Previous works [8, 13] addressed this issue through encryption schemes that
allow the execution of SQL queries over encrypted data. These architectures
are based on a trusted intermediate proxy, that accesses the database on behalf of the clients. This design choice is suitable to web clients that access the
DBMS through other intermediate servers [13], but the reliance on a trusted
proxy limits availability and scalability of the encrypted database. Hence, existing proxy-based architectures do not suit the cloud database context, where
possibly distributed clients can access the remote DBMS.
This paper proposes a novel architecture that allows cloud customers to leverage untrusted DBaaS with the guarantee of data conﬁdentiality. Unlike previous
solutions, our architecture does not rely on a trusted proxy, and allows multiple
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distributed clients to execute SQL queries concurrently and independently on
the same encrypted database. All the encryption and decryption operations are
carried out by a software module that is executed on each client machine. Our
design choice does not introduce any bottleneck and single point of failure because clients connect directly to the cloud database. Moreover, our architecture
guarantees the same availability, scalability and elasticity of the unencrypted
DBaaS and it is applicable to any commercial DBaaS because it does not require modiﬁcations to the database.
On the other hand, our support to concurrent execution of queries from independent clients requires novel solutions to guarantee data consistency. In this
paper, we identify several common usage scenarios and, for each scenario, we
analyze the consistency issues [2] that may arise from the execution of concurrent queries. We show that our solution guarantees consistency of customer
data in all these contexts through standard isolation mechanisms already implemented in popular DBMS engines. We remark that this result cannot be achieved
naively in existing proxy-based solutions [8, 13] just by implementing multiple
proxies because their encryption management strategies are not designed for
being distributed among independent proxy instances that would require novel
synchronization algorithms and protocols.
The remaining part of this paper is structured as following. Section 2 discusses previous work in the ﬁeld of secure cloud database services. Section 3
describes the novel architecture proposed in this paper. Section 4 discusses how
it is possible to guarantee data consistency in diﬀerent usage contexts. Section 5
concludes the paper by summarizing its main contributions and future work.

2

Related Work

This paper proposes a novel architecture that is diﬀerent from any previous work
in the ﬁeld of security for cloud database services.
Cryptographic ﬁle systems and secure storage solutions represent the earliest
works to guarantee conﬁdentiality and integrity of data outsourced to untrusted
cloud storage services. We do not detail the several papers and products in this
ﬁeld (e.g., [6, 10, 11]) because they do not allow any computation on encrypted
data. Hence they cannot be applied to the context of cloud DBaaS.
Some DBMS engines oﬀer the possibility of encrypting data at the ﬁle system
level through the so called Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) feature [3, 12].
This feature makes it possible to build a trusted DBMS over untrusted storage.
However, in the DBaaS context the DBMS engine is not trusted because it is
controlled by the cloud provider, hence the TDE approach is not applicable to
cloud database services.
An approach to preserve data conﬁdentiality in scenarios where the DBMS is
not trusted is proposed in [5]. However it requires a modiﬁed DBMS engine that
is not compatible with commercial and open source DBMS software adopted by
cloud providers. On the other hand, the architecture we propose is compatible
with standard DBMS engines, and allows customers to build a secure cloud
database by leveraging cloud DBaaS readily available.
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The proposal in [4] uses encryption to control accesses to encrypted data
stored in a cloud database. This solution is not applicable to usage contexts in
which the structure of the database changes, and does not support concurrent
accesses from multiple clients possibly distributed on a geographical scale.
Our proposal is related to [8] and [13] that preserve data conﬁdentiality in
an untrusted DBMS through encryption techniques that allow the execution of
SQL queries over encrypted data and are compatible with common DBMS engines. These architectures are based on an intermediate and trusted proxy that
mediates all the interactions between clients and the untrusted DBMS server.
The reliance on a trusted proxy that characterizes both [8] and [13] facilitates
the implementation of a secure DBaaS, but causes several drawbacks. A detailed
comparison between the proxy-less architecture proposed in this paper and previous architectures based on a trusted proxy is in Section 3.
The architecture we propose moves away from existing solutions because it
allows multiple and independent clients to connect directly to the untrusted
cloud DBaaS without any intermediate server. To the best of our knowledge this
is the ﬁrst paper that identiﬁes consistency issues related to concurrent execution
of queries over encrypted data and to propose viable solutions for diﬀerent usage
contexts, including data manipulation, modiﬁcation to the database structure,
and data re-encryption.

3

Architecture Design

This paper proposes a novel architecture that allows customers to use cloud
DBaaS while preserving conﬁdentiality of outsourced data. In particular, we
aim to:
– maintain the beneﬁts of cloud solutions in terms of availability, scalability
and elasticity;
– support direct access from multiple clients, possibly distributed on a geographical scale;
– allow concurrent execution of SQL operations including those modifying data
and the structure of the database.
The architecture proposed in this paper guarantees data conﬁdentiality together
with the ability to execute SQL operations over customer data by using SQLaware encryptions schemes similar to those already proposed in [8, 13]. Regardless of the particular encryption algorithm used to cipher customer data, all the
solutions based on cryptography depend on metadata. Metadata consist of information required to encrypt and decrypt customer data and to translate plaintext
SQL statements to SQL statements over encrypted data. Hence, guaranteeing
metadata conﬁdentiality is as critical as guaranteeing conﬁdentiality of customer
data in the cloud.
We investigate three types of architectures:
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Fig. 1. A proxy-based architecture

– proxy-based architectures, proposed in [8, 13];
– proxy-less architectures that store metadata in the clients, proposed in [4];
– proxy-less architectures that store metadata in the cloud database, proposed
in this paper.
The most popular solutions [8, 13] for the conﬁdentiality of data outsourced to
untrusted database propose a proxy-based architecture, that is represented in
Figure 1.
Clients access the database by issuing unmodiﬁed SQL queries to the proxy
through a standard database connector. The proxy executes the encryption engine, that is the module responsible of applying encryption strategies on customer data, and manages all metadata. The cloud database stores only encrypted
customer data, hence the cloud provider cannot access plaintext customer data
nor metadata that are required to decrypt encrypted customer data.
These proxy-based architectures do not satisfy our design requirements because the proxy is a bottleneck and a single-point-of-failure that limits availability, scalability and elasticity of the cloud DBaaS. Since the proxy must be
trusted, it cannot be outsourced to the cloud and has to be deployed and maintained locally. Moreover, proxy-based architectures cannot scale trivially by increasing the number of proxies. Such a naive solution would imply the replication
of metadata among all the proxies, but this would require synchronization algorithms and protocols to guarantee consistency among all the proxies that are
not considered in [8, 13].
A diﬀerent approach proposed in [4] is shown in Figure 2. Here, the architecture does not use an intermediate proxy and metadata are stored in the clients.
Since clients connect directly to the cloud database, this architecture achieves
availability, scalability and elasticity comparable to those of the original DBaaS.
However, each client has its own encryption engine and manages a local copy
of metadata. Hence, this solution can represent a sub-case of the proxy-based
architecture, in which a diﬀerent proxy is deployed within each client. As a consequence, a similar architecture for cloud accesses would suﬀer from the same consistency issues of proxy-based architectures. Guaranteeing metadata consistency
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Fig. 2. A proxy-less architecture with metadata in the clients

in the face of concurrent query execution would require novel synchronization
algorithms and protocols among all the clients.
The novel proxy-less architecture represented in Figure 3 is proposed as a
solution to meet all the design requirements outlined at the beginning of this
section. The main idea is to move metadata to the cloud database, while the
encryption engine is executed by each client. Since metadata are not shared
among clients there is no need of synchronization mechanisms. Client machines
execute a client software component that allows a user to connect and issue
queries directly to the cloud DBaaS. This component retrieves the necessary
metadata from the untrusted database through SQL statements and makes them
available to the encryption engine. Multiple clients can access the untrusted cloud
database independently, with the guarantee of the same level of availability,
scalability and elasticity of cloud-based services.
The proposed proxy-less architecture overcomes the main drawbacks of proxybased solutions, however it introduces new issues with respect to metadata security and data consistency. Previous proposals solve metadata security issues
by storing and managing them on trusted components. Since they do not take
into account the concurrent management of metadata by multiple components,
they do not address any consistency issues related to data and metadata.
Our proposal guarantees security of metadata when at rest, in motion and
in use by encrypting metadata stored in the cloud. Only clients that know the
encryption key can decrypt metadata. Therefore, only these clients can access
data that are stored in an encrypted form in the cloud DBaaS. The proposed
architecture does not limit the applicability of any well-known system for key
distribution, ranging from simple pre-shared key to the use of dedicated authentication servers. Describing the deployment of a speciﬁc system is out of the
scope of this paper, even because this choice does not inﬂuence our proposal.
In the proposed architecture the plaintext database is transformed into an
encrypted database by translating each plaintext table into a corresponding encrypted table. Each encrypted table is associated with a set of metadata that
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Fig. 3. The novel proxy-less architecture with encrypted metadata in the cloud

contains all management information required to encrypt and decrypt data belonging to that table. Metadata associated with diﬀerent tables are independent.
We discuss data consistency using the example represented in Figure 4, where
we consider a database composed by two tables T 1 and T 2, that are stored
encrypted in the two corresponding tables T 1enc and T 2enc . Each table is associated with a set of metadata, respectively M 1 and M 2, that are independent of
each other. All metadata are encrypted and stored in the database as M 1enc and
M 2enc . In this context, let us consider that clients A, B and C are concurrently
accessing the database:
– client A executes queries on tables T 1 and T 2. Hence, it reads M 1enc and
M 2enc , decrypts them and maintains temporary local versions M 1temp and
M 2temp ;
– client B executes queries on table T 2, hence it retrieves M 2enc and maintains
M 2temp ;
– client C executes queries on table T 1, hence it retrieves M 1enc and maintains
M 1temp .
Clients B and C access the database independently from each other, since they
handle independent metadata. Hence, they do not cause any consistency issues.
This design choice makes it possible to avoid conﬂicts when modiﬁcations on
metadata associated with diﬀerent tables occur. However, client A accesses both
M 1enc and M 2enc , and modiﬁcations to any of them can cause consistency issues
with respect to temporary versions of clients C and B. In the proposed design,
concurrent accesses on the same table can still cause consistency issues depending on the types of SQL queries that are concurrently executed. Consistency
issues caused by concurrent modiﬁcations and related solutions are discussed in
Section 4.
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Fig. 4. Metadata structure

4

Concurrent Operation Management

The support to concurrent execution of SQL statements issued by multiple independent (possibly geographically distributed) clients is one of the most important beneﬁts with respect to state-of-the-art solutions that require clients to
issue queries to database through an intermediate proxy. Our architecture must
guarantee consistency among encrypted customer data and encrypted metadata,
because corrupted or out-of-date metadata would prevent clients from decoding
encrypted customer data with permanent data loss consequences. In such a way,
clients can transform plaintext SQL statements into SQL operations that leverage transactions and isolation mechanisms provided by any relational database
engine and cloud DBaaS.
Problems and solutions depend on the use of the database and on related
types of queries. We present consistency issues and adopted solutions in relation
to four contexts:
–
–
–
–

Data manipulation;
Structure modiﬁcations;
Data re-encryption;
Unrestricted operations.

4.1

Data Manipulation

In the Data Manipulation context clients can read and write encrypted customer
data stored in the untrusted cloud database through the execution of SELECT,
INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE commands. This set of SQL operations is indicated by the DML acronym. In this scenario, clients cannot modify the structure
of the database by creating new tables or altering or dropping existing tables.
We assume tables are created by the database administrator during a set-up
period. Since only one client can access the cloud database while tables are being created, no concurrency issues arise here because multiple and independent
clients can access the cloud database only after all tables have been created.
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Plaintext SQL commands issued by users are translated by clients into queries
that operate over encrypted customer data. The client analyzes plaintext SQL
commands to identify which plaintext tables are involved. Then, it issues a SELECT query to retrieve the metadata associated with the corresponding encrypted tables. A client generates exactly one translated SQL command for each
plaintext SQL command issued by the users.
In this context, there are no consistency issues related to metadata management because metadata never change. However, multiple clients executing
concurrent read and write commands over the same data set can lead to inconsistencies over customer data. These issues can be addressed by leveraging standard
concurrency isolation mechanisms provided by the DBMS server used to provision the cloud database service. Each user can enclose several SQL statements
within a transaction by issuing BEGIN, COMMIT and ABORT commands. In
this context, clients forward these commands to the cloud database without
any modiﬁcations. Hence the cloud database executes concurrent transactions
of translated queries in the same way as a traditional cloud DBaaS executes concurrent transactions of plaintext SQL commands. Consistency guarantees derive
from the isolation level chosen by the database administrator among those implemented by the database, and are not inﬂuenced by the encryption and decryption
operations.
4.2

Structure Modifications

A popular context that has not been considered by previous proposals about
secure cloud databases is the possibility of modifying the structure of the database. Our architecture supports the execution of CREATE, DROP and DML
SQL commands. Unlike the previous scenario, in this context database metadata can change, hence clients cannot rely on a cached copy of metadata. Our
architecture requires clients to translate each SQL command into a database
transaction containing:
– the SQL queries necessary to retrieve the up-to-date metadata;
– the translated SQL commands that correspond to the original SQL command.
Each plaintext SQL command executed in unencrypted databases is an atomic
operation. However, we translate each atomic command into a sequence of multiple commands enclosed in a transaction. Hence, consistency is guaranteed by
choosing a suﬃcient transaction isolation level among those oﬀered by the cloud
database.
If the isolation level is not suﬃcient, consistency issues may arise from the
execution of operations belonging to diﬀerent but concurrent transactions. If concurrent transactions operate just on encrypted customer data, metadata are not
modiﬁed and we return to the data manipulation context analyzed in Section 4.1,
in which the database administrator can choose the isolation level among those
provided by the DBMS. On the other hand, consistency issues may arise when
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a concurrent transaction contains commands that modify metadata. Among the
considered SQL commands, only CREATE and DROP operations modify metadata, hence consistency issues may arise if concurrent executions of the following
commands occur:
– DROP and DML;
– CREATE and DML;
– any concurrent CREATE and DROP.
We analyze these contexts by using the notation in Table 1, that is similar to
that proposed in [2].
Table 1. Notation for transactions and SQL queries
Bt

BEGIN operation of transaction t

Ct

COMMIT operation of transaction t

At

ABORT operation of transaction t

Rt [Tenc , Uenc ] Read (SELECT) operation on tables Tenc ,Uenc in transaction t
Wt [Tenc , Uenc ] Write (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) operation on tables Tenc ,Uenc in transaction t
SMt [Tenc ]

Structure Modiﬁcation (CREATE or DROP) operation
on table Tenc in transaction t

MtR [T ]

Read operation on metadata related to table T in transaction t

MtW [T ]

Write operation on metadata related to table T in transaction t

DROP and DML. The database may generate errors if the DML command
is executed after the table has been dropped. For example, we consider the
following two transaction histories.
The former represents the execution of a table DROP, while a data read is
being executed on the same table:
B1 B2 M1R [T ]M2R [T ]M2W [T ]SM2[Tenc ]C2 R1 [Tenc ]A1

(1)

Transaction 1 obtains metadata that are necessary to create the translated read
command R1 [Tenc ] and to decrypt its result. The DROP command (SM2 [Tenc ])
issued by transaction 2 is executed before the translated data read issued by
transaction 1. The table Tenc does not exist anymore and the read command
issued by transaction 1 fails.
Now we consider the concurrent execution of a DROP and a write command:
B1 B2 M1R [T ]M2R [T ]M2W [T ]SM2 [Tenc ]C2 W1 [Tenc ]A1

(2)

In this context, the write command executed by transaction 1 fails because Tenc
was deleted by the DROP command (SM2 [Tenc ]).
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CREATE and DML. The database may generate errors if the DML command
is executed before the creation of the table. As an example, we consider the
following two transaction histories.
The former represents the execution of a table CREATE, while a data read
is being executed on the same table:
B1 B2 M2R [T ]M2W [T ]M1R [T ]R1 [Tenc ]A1 SM2 [Tenc ]C2

(3)

The read command executed by transaction 1 fails because Tenc was not yet
created by the CREATE (SM2 [Tenc ]).
Now we consider the concurrent execution of a CREATE and a write command:
B1 B2 M2R [T ]M2W [T ]M1R [T ]W1 [Tenc ]A1 SM2 [Tenc ]C2

(4)

The write command executed by transaction 1 fails because Tenc was not yet
created by the CREATE (SM2 [Tenc ]).
In all these cases, the client software handles the error notiﬁcation generated
by the remote database. We highlight that none of the considered errors cause
consistency issues to the encrypted customer data or metadata.
Any concurrent CREATE and DROP. The database may generate errors
if two commands that modify the structure of the database are executed concurrently. For example, if two CREATE (DROP) commands insist on the same
table, then an error is generated as soon as the second transaction insert (delete)
the related metadata, as represented by the following history case.
B1 B2 M1R [T ]M2R [T ]M1W [T ]M2W [T ]A2 SM1 [Tenc ]C1

(5)

If a CREATE and a DROP are executed concurrently over the same table, an
error can be generated because the DROP is executed on a table that does not
exist yet, or because a client creates an already existing table. The following
history represents a failed CREATE (DROP) command by the transaction 2
executed before the other DROP (CREATE) command by the transaction 1.
B1 B2 M1R [T ]M1W [T ]M2R [T ]M2W [T ]SM2[Tenc ]A2 SM1 [Tenc ]C1

(6)

Since the transaction 2 aborts, its previous modiﬁcation on related metadata
(M2W [T ]) are rolled back (A2 ).
In this context the use of implicit transactions is enough to guarantee data
consistency, hence the database administrator can freely choose the preferred
isolation level among those provided by the database.
4.3

Data Re-encryption

The proposed proxy-less architecture guarantees data conﬁdentiality by independently encrypting tables. In the data re-encryption context, we analyze the
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consistency issues that arise when clients re-encrypt data stored in the cloud
database. This occurs when it is required to change encryption keys, or to use
a diﬀerent encryption algorithm to guarantee conﬁdentiality. Our architecture
handles both cases through the execution of the following transaction:
BM R [T ]M W [T ]R[Tenc]W [Tenc ]C

(7)

As an example we consider a re-encryption command that modiﬁes the encryption key that is used to encrypt customer data stored in the table Tenc . The
client ﬁrst reads the current metadata (M R [T ]) associated with the encrypted
customer data to retrieve all the information related to their encryption policy,
including current encryption keys. Then, it updates the metadata (M W [T ]) according to the new encryption policy, by changing the encryption keys. Hence,
the client needs to read all the data (R[Tenc ]), to decrypt them with the old encryption keys, to encrypt them with the new encryption keys and to write new
data to the encrypted table (W [Tenc ]). Decryption and encryption operations
have to be performed locally by a trusted client because the client never exposes
plaintext data to the untrusted cloud database.
Consistency issues may arise in the following cases:
– concurrent execution of a re-encryption and data read;
– concurrent execution of a re-encryption and data write;
– concurrent execution of multiple re-encryptions.
Re-encryption and data read. The database may return data that are not
accessible by the client, if a data read command is executed concurrently to a
re-encryption command. We consider the case in which a data read command
requires a set of data whose encryption key is being modiﬁed by a concurrent
re-encryption command, as represented by the following transaction history:
B1 B2 M1R [T ]M2R [T ]M2W [T ]R2 [Tenc ]W2 [Tenc ]C2 R1 [Tenc ]C1

(8)

In this example, transaction 1 reads metadata (M1R [T ]). Then transaction 2
executes sequentially all operations included in the re-encryption command as
deﬁned in (7). Finally, transaction 1 reads the set of data (R1 [Tenc ]). However, it
obtains data that are encrypted through a new encryption key, hence it cannot
decrypt them. This concurrency issue is an instance of the well known read skew
anomaly deﬁned in [2].
Re-encryption and data write. Inconsistent data may be written if the data
write command and a re-encryption command are executed concurrently. We
consider the case in which a data write command stores a set of data whose
encryption key is being modiﬁed by a concurrent re-encryption command. This
scenario is represented by the following transaction history.
B1 B2 M1R [T ]M2R [T ]M2W [T ]R2 [Tenc ]W2 [Tenc ]C2 W1 [Tenc ]C1

(9)

In this example, transaction 1 reads metadata (M1R [T ]), then transaction 2 executes sequentially all operations included in the re-encryption command as
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deﬁned in (7). Finally, transaction 1 writes the set of data (W1 [Tenc ]). However,
it writes data that are encrypted by means of the old encryption key that is not
stored anymore in metadata related to table Tenc . As a consequence, these data
are inaccessible.
The consistency anomaly that aﬀects the above history may diﬀer on the basis
of the considered write command. We distinguish two main cases: UPDATE or
DELETE commands, and INSERT commands.
In the case of an UPDATE or a DELETE command the data write command
(W1 [Tenc ]) insists on a set of data also interested by the re-encryption command (W2 [Tenc ]). Hence, the concurrency issue is an instance of the lost update
phenomenon, as deﬁned in [2].
In the INSERT case the data write command insists on a set of data that
did not exist when the re-encryption command was executed, but that is included in the predicate of the update sequence of the re-encryption command
(R2 [Tenc ]W2 [Tenc ]). This concurrency issue is an instance of the phantom anomaly
as deﬁned in [2].
We highlight that an alternative example of the above transaction history is
to swap the order of the last writes operations, as represented by the following
history:
B1 B2 M1R [T ]M2R [T ]M2W [T ]R2 [Tenc ]W1 [Tenc ]C1 W2 [Tenc ]C2

(10)

In the case of an UPDATE or DELETE command, the database is still consistent
and completely accessible. However, newly written data have been lost, due to
the lost update phenomenon.
Multiple re-encryptions. We consider the case in which two ﬁelds of the same
table are re-encrypted, as represented in the following history:
B1 B2 M1R [T ]M2R [T ]M1W [T ]M2W [T ]
R1 [Tenc ]R2 [Tenc ]W1 [Tenc ]C1 W2 [Tenc ]C2

(11)

Since both transactions modify the same metadata (M1W [T ] M2W [T ]), the execution of concurrent re-encryptions may cause a lost update anomaly.
Finally, we can deﬁne the consistency requirements of the re-encryption context. The DBMS isolation level must avoid read skew, lost update and phantom
concurrency anomalies. Since lost update is a sub-case of a read skew, as discussed
in [2], it is possible to trace back the two anomalies to only read skew.
The proposed proxy-less architecture guarantee data consistency by leveraging
the appropriate isolation level. The read skew anomaly is avoided by the snapshot
isolation level, that does not guarantee consistency with respect to the phantom
anomaly. Besides the highest ANSI serializable, no standard isolation level with
similar guarantees have been deﬁned yet. However, several well-known DBMS
engines extend snapshot isolation through predicate locking mechanisms, thus
avoiding also phantom anomalies. We call the set of snapshot isolation levels
that also avoid phantom anomalies as snapshot isolation plus.
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If the required isolation level is set on the cloud database, the proposed proxyless architecture lets several clients execute DML commands concurrently while
one client executes re-encryption operations on a table with no consistency issues. An isolation level that suits our requirements with low overhead has been
proposed in [14].
4.4

Unrestricted Operations

This context does not pose any limitation to the nature of the commands that can
be issued concurrently by clients to the cloud database. It is possible to execute
any data deﬁnition language (DDL) command, as well as DML commands, and
re-encryptions that modify the database structure and encryption policies. Since
the behavior of DDL is not formalized in any standard, each DBMS implements
diﬀerent DDL locking mechanisms and DDL transaction policies. Hence, identify
one isolation level that does not depend on the database and that guarantee data
consistency. A possible solution is to impose the isolation level serializable [2]
together with the support to rollback of DDL operations that are included in
the transactions.
If the constraints are satisﬁed, the proposed proxy-less architecture guarantees
data consistency in any execution context. Since these constraints are not met
by all the DBMS engines, another solution is to explicitly handle concurrency
issues at the application level. This problem is out of the scope of this paper
because it would depend on the guarantees provided by the remote database.
4.5

Discussion

In scenarios characterized by a static database structure (as described in Section 4.1) the proposed architecture allows multiple, independent and possibly
geographically distributed clients to issue concurrent SQL commands to read,
write and update data stored in an encrypted cloud database. It is worth to
observe that:
– in the data manipulation context, that is the one taken into account by
previous proposals [4, 8, 13], negligible overhead is generated. Clients can
read metadata only and cache them locally without consistency issues;
– in all contexts the proposed architecture does not introduce any new consistency issue with respect to unencrypted databases;
– any underlying mechanisms implementing database operations are transparent to the users.
Some inevitable overhead is caused by the computational cost related to data
encryption and decryption operations. However, this cost is inherent in any encrypted database solution that does not want to expose plaintext data to the
cloud provider.
We highlight also that the novel proxy-less architecture is the ﬁrst solution
that allows concurrent and direct accesses to the cloud database and that supports even modiﬁcations to the database structure. Depending on the type of
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modiﬁcation, higher isolation levels are required with consequential overheads. If
we have to support operations such as CREATE and DROP tables (Section 4.2)
or data re-encryption (Section 4.3), then the proposed solution introduces some
additional operations to implement implicit transactions.

5

Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel solution that guarantees conﬁdentiality of data
saved into cloud databases that are untrusted by deﬁnition. All data outsourced
to the cloud provider are encrypted through cryptographic algorithms that allow
the execution of standard SQL queries on encrypted data. This is the ﬁrst solution that allows direct, independent and concurrent access to the cloud database
and that supports even changes to the database structure. It does not rely on
a trusted proxy that represents a single point of failure and a system bottleneck, and that limits the availability and scalability of cloud database services.
Concurrent read and write operations that do not modify the structure of the
encrypted database are supported with minimal overhead. More dynamic scenarios characterized by (concurrent) modiﬁcations of the database structure are
supported but at the price of higher overhead and stricter transaction isolation
levels. This should be considered an initial paper on a long-term research that
will include implementation on diﬀerent cloud platforms, experimentations, and
evaluation of performance and overheads.
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